Ideas in Action Workshop
Call for ideas to present your work in progress

Monday 25 November / 3.30-4.45pm
Room 252, Bramber House, University of Sussex

Are you planning a new research bid?
Would you benefit from some peer feedback?

At this workshop (which will become a new termly event), CIRCY members/groups will present work in progress for which they will benefit from interdisciplinary feedback by other CIRCY members. Works may be bids already in development, an early idea for a new project, or the development of new ideas for a paper or book.

There is space for two ‘ideas in action’ per session, with 15 min presentation time and 20min feedback/discussion time for each.

We have one space left!
If you would like to bid for it, please email Loreto Rodriguez by 12 November:
L.Rodriguez@sussex.ac.uk

We encourage as many CIRCY members as possible to come along so you can share your disciplinary perspective and methodological expertise on the work in progress. We also really welcome early career and doctoral researchers as we want this to be a space for learning for everyone!

This event will be chaired by Michelle Lefevre, CIRCY Director